We report an approach that extends the applicability of ultrasensitive force-gradient detection of magnetic resonance to samples with spin-lattice relaxation times (T 1 ) as short as a single cantilever period. To demonstrate the generality of the approach, which relies on detecting either cantilever frequency or phase, we used it to detect electron spin resonance from a T 1 = 1 ms nitroxide spin probe in a thin film at 4.2 K and 0.6 T. By using a custom-fabricated cantilever with a 4 μm-diameter nickel tip, we achieve a magnetic resonance sensitivity of 400 Bohr magnetons in a 1 Hz bandwidth. A theory is presented that quantitatively predicts both the lineshape and the magnitude of the observed cantilever frequency shift as a function of field and cantilever-sample separation. Good agreement was found between nitroxide T 1 's measured mechanically and inductively, indicating that the cantilever magnet is not an appreciable source of spin-lattice relaxation here. We suggest that the new approach has a number of advantages that make it well suited to push magnetic resonance detection and imaging of nitroxide spin labels in an individual macromolecule to single-spin sensitivity.
A
generally applicable approach for determining the tertiary structure of an individual macromolecule in vitro at angstrom or subangstrom resolution would create exciting opportunities for answering many longstanding questions in molecular biology. For macromolecules too large to characterize by NMR or X-ray diffraction, the tertiary structure of proteins (1) (2) (3) , nucleic acids (4, 5) , and biomolecular assemblies (6, 7) can be explored by using inductively-detected electron spin resonance (ESR) to measure distances between pairs of attached spin labels (2-5, 7, 8) . These studies, however, require bulk quantities of sample (9) and demand multiple experiments with spin labels attached to different locations in the target macromolecule. Mechanical detection and imaging of single-electron spins has been demonstrated, in E centers in gamma-irradiated quartz (10) , and it is natural to explore applying magnetic resonance force microscopy (MRFM) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) to map the locations of individual spin labels attached to a single biomacromolecule.
The ultimate limit of imaging resolution in MRFM is set by the intrinsic linewidth of the resonance and the applied magnetic field gradient. For a 0.1 mT homogeneous linewidth, typical of the organic radical studied here, a gradient of 4 × 10 6 T/m allows selective excitation of individual spin labels only 0.025 nm apart. A magnetic field gradient this large has recently been demonstrated in an MRFM experiment by using ferromagnetic pillars fabricated by electron-beam lithography (15) . The force sensitivity required to detect single electrons in this gradient is 40 aN, above the minimum detectable force (in 1 Hz bandwidth) of 5 − 10 aN reported for a high-compliance cantilever operated with its metalized leading edge above a metal-coated surface in high vacuum at 300 mK (15) . In all high-sensitivity MRFM experiments to date, sensitivity has been limited by interactions of the cantilever with fluctuating electric fields and electric field gradients originating in the sample substrate. Efforts to mitigate this surface noise via careful sample preparation and by fabricating magnetic tips that extend beyond the leading edge of the cantilever are progressing rapidly.
Before these improvements in sensitivity and resolution can be harnessed to study organic spin labels, a suitable method must be devised for creating a distinguishable spin signal. Unfortunately, organic spin labels do not meet the stringent sample requirements of established mechanical single-spin detection protocols (10) . The force-based interrupted oscillating cantilever adiabatic reversals (i-OSCAR) approach, used by Rugar et al. to detect singleelectron spins in quartz (10) , requires samples with rotating-frame spin-lattice relaxation times of T 1ρ ≥ 0.1 s to reach single-spin sensitivity. At low temperatures, we expect nitroxide spin labels to have spin-lattice relaxation times in the range 1 s ≥ T 1 ≥ 1 ms and T 1ρ 's of only a few μs (16-18), making signal modulation by i-OSCAR (19) inapplicable. Cyclic adiabatic inversion (15) is likewise inapplicable because it relies on continuous spin locking. Saturating the sample spins cyclically is another approach to creating a distinguishable signal (20, 21) . To achieve high sensitivity, spin magnetization should be modulated at the cantilever's resonance frequency. Cyclic saturation thus requires samples with spin-lattice relaxation times less than the cantilever period, T 1 < T c , which would necessitate using cantilevers with impractically low resonance frequencies, given the expected range of T 1 for nitroxides at low temperatures. The force-gradient approach to mechanically detecting spins introduced by Garner et al. (13) can in principle be used to create a detectable spin signal from a nitroxide spin label. In practice, however, cantilever-enabled readout of magnetization inversion transients (CERMIT) has to date (13, 22) only been used to observe magnetic resonance from spins with T 1 0.1 s and, moreover, has relied on adiabatic rapid passage to flip spins and create a distinguishable signal.
Here we introduce an improved force-gradient approach to mechanically detecting magnetic resonance that is applicable to samples -such as nitroxide spin probes -with T 1 's as short as ≈ 0.2 ms. We demonstrate the approach by using a magnetic-tipped ultrasensitive cantilever operated at high magnetic field to detect ESR from a thin-film containing the nitroxide spin probe 4-amino-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperdine-1-oxyl (TEM-PAMINE) widely used in ESR studies of biomolecules. The expanded force-gradient approach to mechanical detection of magnetic resonance introduced here requires only milligauss microwave magnetic fields to detect ESR from a nitroxide free radical, is well suited to the study of thin-film samples, and Fig. 1 . Scanned-probe ESR experiment schematic. A microstripline halfwave resonator delivers a transverse magnetic field, B 1 , oscillating at 17.7 GHz. In the center of the resonator, the microwave field oscillates along the x direction. A longitudinal Zeeman field of magnitude B 0 ≈ 0.6 T is applied along the z axis. The high-compliance cantilever has its long axis along y and oscillates in the x direction. The cantilever's 4 μm-diameter nickel tip was affixed by hand. The sample is a 230 nm-thick film of 40 mM TEMPAMINE in perdeuterated polystyrene, coated with 20 nm of gold. The sample film was spin-coated onto a 250 μm-thick quartz wafer. For clarity, sample and substrate are not drawn to scale.
is compatible with magnetic-tipped attonewton-sensitivity cantilevers at high magnetic field. The new method is capable of detecting magnetic resonance in samples whose spin-lattice relaxation times are as short as a single cantilever period, extending the lower limit of sample relaxation times that can be detected by using force-gradient methods by ≥ 10 2 . Our findings moreover show that saturation, when married to force-gradient detection, can be used to create a detectable signal even when T 1 T c . This combination of capabilities opens up new avenues for pushing detection and imaging of ESR from a wide range samples, particularly nitroxide spin probes, toward single-spin sensitivity.
Results
Experiments were carried out in high vacuum at liquid helium temperatures. The central component of the experiment is a high-compliance cantilever (23, 24) with spring constant k 0 = 7.8 × 10 −4 N/m, resonance frequency f 0 = 4, 975 Hz, mechanical quality factor of Q = 1.05 × 10 5 , and force sensitivity of F min = 7.5 × 10 −18 N in a 1 Hz bandwidth at a temperature of T = 4.2 K and in a vacuum of P = 10 −6 mbar. A nickel sphere of diameter 4 μm was affixed to the end of the cantilever manually and held in place with epoxy. See Fig. 1 for a sketch of the experiment and sample details.
The sample was prepared by spin casting TEMPAMINE and perdeuterated polystyrene onto a quartz substrate and coating the resulting film with a thin layer of gold (see SI Appendix for details). A small voltage was applied between the cantilever and the gold coating to minimize noncontact friction (25) (26) (27) and surface frequency noise (10, 28) . In parallel, samples were prepared in the same way (minus the gold layer), manually removed from the substrate, and inserted into a quartz tube for characterization by inductively detected pulsed ESR at low temperatures.
The cantilever was brought over the thin-film sample, located in the x-z plane of Fig. 1 , with the long axis of the cantilever along the y axis such that the cantilever oscillated in the x direction. A static magnetic field was applied along the z direction, parallel to the width of the cantilever (13, 29) . We applied the field along the width of the cantilever in order to mitigate damping of the cantilever arising from tip-field interactions (30) . A microstripline half-wave resonator delivered a microwave magnetic field oscillating in the x direction. The cantilever was excited into self-oscillation via a piezo mounted at the cantilever base by using a fixed-gain positive feedback loop (31) . Cantilever position was detected by using a fiberoptic interferometer (λ = 1, 310 nm, incident power 3 μW), digitized, and sent to a high-bandwidth software frequency demodulation algorithm (28) .
We detect small shifts in the cantilever frequency due to spring constant changes arising from spin-tip interactions. In the experimental geometry of Fig. 1 , sample spins interact with the magnetic tip of the cantilever to shift the mechanical spring constant of the cantilever by an amount
where μ z,j is the z-component of the magnetic moment of the jth spin in the sample and G ≡ ∂ 2 B tip z /∂x 2 is the second derivative of the tip field's z component, B tip z , with respect to the oscillation direction x. The sum is over all spins in the sample. To create a distinguishable signal, we flip spins in a region below the tip via magnetic resonance. To achieve these spin flips, we turn on the microwave field, in synchrony with the cantilever oscillation, for a half-cantilever period every few periods (Fig. 2 ). Spins at a certain distance from the tip are partially saturated and this "saturated slice" is swept through the sample to create a region of diminished electron spin magnetization. The location of the saturated slice is determined by the microwave frequency, the tip magnetization, the tip-sample separation, and the static field. The microwave field is turned off for n − 1/2 cycles, during which time the saturatedslice magnetic moment μ res recovers towards equilibrium. During these n cycles the cantilever receives a phase kick of
where T c is the cantilever period, T 1 is spin-lattice relaxation time (assumed to be the same in each saturated slice), and where we assume that Δk m k 0 (valid here). After n cycles, the microwave field is reapplied and the slice's spin magnetization resaturated. As a result of the repeated saturation, the cantilever's frequency change is approximately
when nT c T 1 , which will be approximately the case here. To more easily detect this tiny frequency shift, the shift is modulated at frequency f mod ≈ 6.48 Hz. This modulation is achieved by turning on and off the microwave field every ≈1/2f mod seconds, again in synchrony with the cantilever oscillation. The cantilever frequency from the demodulator is sent to a software lock-in amplifier operating at reference frequency f mod . The modulation is a square wave of amplitude Δf c , resulting in a lock-in output whose primary frequency component has a root-mean-square amplitude of δf c = √ 2Δf c /π. A plot of δf c versus longitudinal field B 0 is shown in Fig. 3 for various tip-sample separations. The peak at field B b occurs near the Larmor frequency of B res = f mw /γ e = 0.63T and its location is independent of tip-sample separation; this peak we assign to a "bulk" resonance in which the tip magnet is coupled to a large number of spins far away from the tip. The signal peak at field B c is from spins seeing a tip-field opposing the longitudinal field. Assuming a tip magnetization of μ 0 M tip = 0.6 T as expected for nickel, a tip field of approximately −μ 0 M tip /3 = −0.2T is expected for spins directly below a spherical tip at small tip-sample separation. These spins require a longitudinal field of B res +0.2 T ≈ 0.8T to achieve resonance, in rough agreement with field value B c . We assign the peak at field B c as due to a "local" signal -a relatively small number of spins in resonance directly below the tip. The location of the signal peak at field B a and the change of signal sign between field B b and B c can only be understood by simulating the The cantilever is self-oscillated at its mechanical resonance frequency (4, 975 Hz; cantilever period T c = 201 μs) to an amplitude of x rms = 233 nm. (B) When the cantilever is at its maximum positive displacement, a microwave switch is turned on. The applied microwave field (partially) saturates the sample's electron spins, which relax over a few cantilever cycles. The microwave field remains on for a half of a cantilever period, τ p = T c /2 ≈ 100.5μs, during which time a region or "slice" of partially saturated spin magnetization is swept out in the sample. (A series of short pulses are used to minimize sample heating; a single long pulse would also be effective.) (C) This sample magnetization interacting with the second derivative of the cantilever's tip field shifts the mechanical frequency of the cantilever. The microwave field is reapplied, in synchrony with the cantilever oscillation, every few (n) cycles. (D) This procedure is repeated for approximately 77 ms, followed by a 77-ms period, during which no microwave field is applied. (E and F) The resulting modulation of the cantilever frequency contains components at the pulse frequency (E); however, we are sensitive only to the slower modulation (F) within the demodulation bandwidth ∼ 60 Hz. The on-off cycling of the microwave pulses introduces a modulation of the cantilever frequency at f mod . (G) The cantilever frequency power spectral density versus frequency under the scheme of A-F. The largest peak is at f mod = 6.48 Hz. The modulation is well approximated by a square wave, and higher odd harmonics of f mod are also visible.
spins in resonance at a given field and by considering the sign of G experienced by each spin in-resonance. This analysis requires detailed numerical simulations to be described below.
A worry with detecting magnetic resonance mechanically, particularly of electron spins, is that spin diffusion (32) or thermomagnetic fluctuations in the tip (33-35) might deleteriously lower the sample's relaxation time. To address these concerns, we measured T 1 both mechanically and by pulsed ESR at the same temperature and field. We also measured T 2 by pulsed ESR by using electron spin echos (see the SI Appendix for details).
Although we can in principle measure T 1 from a plot of frequency shift δf c versus pulse delay n (Eqs. 2 and 3; Fig. 2) , we found that a small but present microwave-induced background change in the cantilever frequency made this approach highly problematic (see SI Appendix). We therefore developed an alternative phase-based protocol (Fig. 4) for measuring T 1 that yielded much cleaner data. Here, as in Fig. 2 , the microwave field was applied for half of a cantilever cycle to create a region of diminished spin magnetization below the tip. The sample magnetization recovers for n = 1 − 32 cycles, during which time the cantilever phase is advanced because of interactions with sample spins by Δφ (Eq. 2). Thirty-two microwave pulses are applied, and the net phase shift, Δφ tot = 32Δφ, is inferred by comparing the phase before and after the period of microwave irradiation. We limited the number of repetitions to 32 so that the longest irradiation period, 32 × 32 × T c ≈ 0.2 s, was much shorter than the cantilever phase memory time (e.g., ringdown time) of ≈ 5 s.
The resulting Δφ tot versus n data are remarkably well described by Eq. 2 (Fig. 5) . Fitting the data quantitatively required adding a small n-independent term to Eq. 2 to account for two expected effects: background microwave-induced phase kicks plus a phase advance arising from spin interactions with the cantilever during the half cycle of interaction present even when n = 1. The fits are excellent, and the T 1 measured for both bulk and local peaks are identical. Moreover, the T 1 's measured mechanically agree very well with T 1 = 1ms measured by inductively detected pulsed ESR.
The finding that T 1 ≈ 1 ms validates the assumption implicit in Eq. 1 that T 1 is longer than the cantilever period of T c = 0.2 ms. In order to proceed with numerically simulating the signal of Fig. 3 , we verified that we were changing sample magnetization by saturation and not, for example, by adiabatic inversion (19, 34) . In Fig. 6 , we plot the spin signal δf c versus microwave power P delivered to the stripline resonator. We can see that both the local-and Fig. 2 , the cantilever is self oscillated and the microwave field (B) is turned on for a half cantilever cycle every n cycles to saturate the sample spins. To measure the spin-lattice relaxation time the delay n is stepped from 1 to 32 cycles. The spin-induced cantilever frequency shift leads to a phase shift (C), Δφ(n), which depends on the ratio of the repetition time nT c to the spin relaxation time T 1 . (D) A total of 32 pulses are applied, resulting in a net cantilever phase shift (E) of 32 Δφ(n). The cantilever phase is measured for a time T acq Δφ = 0.41s, before and after application of the microwave field. The irradiation period was 0.2 s. The two phase-versus-time signals are fit to a line and the spin-induced phase shift computed by comparing the before and after intercepts.
bulk-peak signals saturate above P ≈ 100 mW. Modeling the spin magnetization by using Bloch equations, we fit the data of Fig.  6 to δf c = δf pk c S/(1 + S) with δf pk c the peak frequency shift and S = Pc 2 P γ 2 e T 1 T 2 the saturation factor. Here c P is a "coil constant" relating the power delivered to the stripline resonator and the magnitude B 1 of the resulting transverse magnetic field; as defined, B 2 1 = c 2 P P. Taking T 2 = 450 ns from inductively detected pulsed ESR measurements, we infer a coil constant of c P = 14 mG/ √ W. At a given applied power, we can now determine the saturation factor S from Fig. 6 or, alternatively, from c P , T 1 , and T 2 .
To numerically simulate the signal, it remains to model the field and the field second derivative from the tip. We estimated the tip diameter and magnetization by studying the signal (δf c versus B 0 ) as a function of the tip-sample separation h (Fig. 3) . At each h, the tip field B tip was estimated from the signal as the difference between the resonance field B res = f rf /γ e = 0.6305T and the highfield edge of the local peak. A plot of B tip versus h can be seen in the inset of Fig. 3 . The tip was modeled as a uniformly magnetized sphere and the data of Fig. 3E fit to
with μ 0 M tip the tip magnetization and r tip the tip radius. The observed B tip versus h is well described by Eq. 4 with μ 0 M tip = 0.44 ± 0.1 T, in reasonable agreement with μ 0 M sat = 0.6 T expected for the saturation magnetization of nickel. The inferred tip radius r tip = 1.85 ± 0.05 μm, is in excellent agreement with 2.0 ± 0.1 μm, estimated from a scanning electron micrograph of the tip (see SI Appendix). Finally, the signal of Fig. 3 was numerically simulated by modeling the tip as a uniformly magnetized sphere, approximating the sample as a finite box, calculating B and G at each location in the sample box and summing the contribution to Eq. 1 from all spins in resonance. As in the experiment, the local field was swept by translating the cantilever. Bloch equations were used to calculate μ z by using the measured S, neglecting decay of magnetization during the cantilever cycle. Sample magnetization was calculated from the known concentration of TEMPAMINE and the Curie law.
The numerical simulation (Fig. 7 ) agrees remarkably well with the observed signal, assuming a sample temperature of T = 11 K. The simulation properly predicts not only the multiple sign changes in the observed frequency shift as the field is increased but also the correct absolute size of the observed frequency shift. Plotting the spins in resonance at selected fields confirms our assignment of the signal at field B d as due to spins directly below the tip and helps us understand a number of initially puzzling features of the signal. For example, we can see that the signal goes at fields B a , B b , and B c (B-D) (Fig. 3) . The phase shift data (open circles) were fit to Δφ tot = Δφ to zero between fields B b and B c because of a cancellation of net G , which can be both positive and negative, when summed over the spins in resonance. We can also see that the signal peak at B a is indeed due to spins far away from the tip which experience a positive G and, unlike most spins contributing to the signal, a positive field from the tip.
Discussion
Sensitivity. To estimate the spin sensitivity of our experiment, we convert the measured frequency noise to an equivalent springconstant noise and then use Eq. 1 to calculate an equivalent magnetic moment noise. The result is P μ = 4k
The measured frequency noise at height h = 120 nm, drive amplitude x rms = 233 nm, and frequency offset f mod = 6.48 Hz is approximately P δf = 1 × 10 −6 Hz 2 /Hz (see SI Appendix), 100 times the noise expected from thermomechanical cantilever motion (28, 31) . Spins directly below the tip -those giving rise to the signal at field B c in Fig. 3 -experience the largest G and therefore couple most strongly to the tip. From the simulations of Fig. 7 , we infer that Single-Electron Sensitivity. Even with a carefully-chosen sample and meticulously designed cantilever (37) , magnetic tip (33) (34) (35) , microwave source (38) , and protocols to detect spin fluctuations (19) , 12 hr of signal averaging per point was required to observe single-electron spins via i-OSCAR detection in the experiment of ref. 10 . To image individual nitroxide spin labels in a reasonable time, detection of individual electrons must be accomplished in a few seconds or minutes. Our findings suggest two modifications that will enable rapid detection of individual electron spins, which are described as follows.
Boltzmann polarization and signal averaging. The Curie-law spin polarization is p = 0.037 here. Decreasing temperature to 300mK and increasing operating frequency to 50 GHz gives p = 0.999. Having such a fully polarized spin as the initial condition dramatically improves the efficacy of signal averaging because the improvement in the power signal-to-noise ratio with the number of averages N scales as ∝ N for Curie-law signal, in comparison with the ∝ N 1/2 scaling for a stochastic spin-fluctuation signal (10) .
Spin modulation. The protocol of Fig. 2 is suitable for a single-spin experiment. With the microwaves on, spin nutation randomizes the magnetic moment of a single spin to zero over the time of a cantilever cycle. The randomly oriented spin takes a time T 1 , on average, to realign with the field via spin-lattice relaxation. The interaction of the single spin with the cantilever will thus, on average, reproduce the ensemble-average behavior depicted in Fig. 2 . The modulation frequency in Fig. 2 need only satisfy f mod 1/T 1 , and one is at liberty to set f mod to avoid surface noise (at low f ) and detector noise (at high f ).
Modifying the magnet-on-cantilever apparatus of ref. 10 by replacing the irradiated quartz sample with a thin-film, nitroxidelabeled biopolymer sample, working at higher field and lower temperature, and by using the Fig. 2 protocol to detect Curie-law polarization instead of the i-OSCAR protocol to detect stochastic polarization, we estimate that achieving a power signal-to-noise of 4 would require only 3.5 min of signal averaging. This acquisition time and SNR is already sufficient to collect a 1.2 × 10 3 pixel image in three days. If we are willing to place the nitroxide-labeled biopolymer sample on the cantilever, we can outfit the apparatus of ref. 15 with a microwave microwire. Although the frequency noise in the ref. 15 is unknown, if we assume that it is limited by cantilever thermomechanical fluctuations, the minimum detectable magnetic moment (in a 1 Hz bandwidth) is 0.27 μ B , which would enable the acquisition of a 64 3 -pixel image in three days. Our approach to mechanically detecting ESR has substantially fewer technical constraints than the approach of ref. 10 . Fig. 7 . Simulation of the frequency shift, δf c , versus magnetic field for a tipsample height of 50 nm. The sensitive slice is shown for a selection of field values, colored by the second derivative of the tip field. The simulation is fit to the Fig. 3D data by using only sample temperature as a free parameter.
These relaxed requirements give us significant leeway to improve per-spin sensitivity.
Microwave source. We used a microwave field of rotating-frame amplitude B 1 = 3.9 mG to saturate spins and create a distinguishable signal whereas a B 1 = 3 G field and adiabatic inversion was used in ref. 10 . Although saturation gives a signal half as large as adiabatic inversion, it requires (with a better optimized resonator that ours) (see SI Appendix) only 10 −3 times the microwave field and 10 −6 times the microwave power -a significant advantage because microwave heating of the cantilever is a concern at low temperature (10, 38) . The smaller required B 1 gives us the freedom to employ a nonsuperconducting resonator and metal coat the sample to reduce surface noise.
Cantilever design. Thermal motions of the cantilever tip create a fluctuating magnetic field that, if the motions have spectral density near the Rabi frequency, can be a potent source of T 1ρ relaxation (37) . To obtain long signal coherence times in i-OSCAR experiments, it was necessary to fabricate complex hinged cantilevers with suppressed higher-megahertz-frequency modes (10) . In contrast, the signal coherence time in our experiment is set by T 1 and therefore sensitive only to cantilever motions at the Larmor frequency of 17 GHz, which are negligible for an audio-frequency cantilever. Thus, a simple beam cantilever should be sufficient for detecting individual nitroxides by the method introduced hereanother significant simplification.
Tip material. Thermomagnetic noise in the tip can degrade both T 1 and T 1ρ (33, 34) and, in magnet-on-cantilever experiments, can lead to a degradation of cantilever Q at high magnetic field (34, 35) . Here, the Q degradation was completely mitigated by orienting the field along the width of the cantilever (13, 29) [at the expense of a twofold reduction in G , compared with an experiment in which the tip magnetization points toward the sample plane (10)]. Thermomagnetic tip fluctuations can be suppressed by using a high-coercivity magnetic material for the tip (like SmCo) and operating at low field (34) or by using a low-coercivity material (like Ni) and operating at high field (35) . The singleelectron spin experiment of ref. 10 used a SmCo tip, which had to be affixed by hand to the cantilever and whose diameter was limited to approximately 150 nm by ion-beam-milling damage. Our detection approach operates well at high field, opening up the exciting possibility of using a nickel tip, which is significantly easier to deposit and lithographically pattern to sub-100 nm dimensions.
Conclusion
The approach presented here dramatically expands the range of samples suitable for characterization by mechanically detected magnetic resonance by using ultrasensitive cantilevers and opens up a new route to achieving single-electron sensitivity in reasonable averaging times. As with cryoelectron microscopy, extending our studies from a model system to a biomacromolecule will demand a significant investment in developing sample preparation protocols. Detailed studies of the mechanisms of cantilever frequency surface noise over such samples will be required to establish the ultimate limits of the approach to single-spin detection outlined above. Nevertheless, our findings clearly establish individual spin-labeled biomacromolecules as exciting possible targets for a single electron-spin experiment and suggest that research into preparing biological samples for cryogenic magnetic resonance force microscopy should be aggressively pursued.
